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Since 1955, DRCOG has been the focal point of cooperation and collaboration in the Denver region,
bringing local elected officials together to make decisions on behalf of the entire region. Today,
Board members representing nearly 60 member governments – from the eastern plains to the
Continental Divide -- meet at DRCOG to move the region forward.

DRCOG is the face of regional collaboration in many key areas.
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As related in a humorous and fun video titled

“Mission Impossible,” developing the plan update

took two years of work, more than 50 hours of

meetings on 20 or more occasions, 14 memos, two

sustainability cafes, 30 potential concepts whittled

to six goals, countless PowerPoint slides and a

public hearing. The video was produced for the

occasion and shown at the 2011 Board Workshop

and March Board meeting, among other events.

Metro Vision was amended in August to incorporate

amendments, following a public hearing in July.

The Board moved forward on one of its Metro

Vision 2035 action items: developing a shared water

conservation goal that can serve as a benchmark for

measuring progress. The work brought

representatives of key stakeholder groups together

to work with DRCOG and the Regis University

Institute on the Common Good. At year's end, the

group recommended the following steps, and

additional funding for the next phase was being

explored.

Water Dialogues move Metro Vision
water conservation goal forward

Metro Vision
Metro Vision, DRCOG's long-range plan to make life better for people of all ages,

incomes and abilities, continues to be the regional standard. A number of important

steps were taken to reinforce and build on Metro Vision's role in the region in 2011.

Metro Vision 2035 updated
In February, the Board of Directors adopted the

updated Metro Vision 2035, the plan for the

development of the region over the next 25 years

to make life better for people of all ages, incomes

and abilities. Among other important regional

items, the update primarily focused on building on

and expanding attention to sustainability issues.

Metro Vision 2035 identifies six new sustainability

goals.

1. Increase the rate of construction of alternative

transportation facilities

2. Reduce the percent of trips to work by single-

occupant vehicle to 65 percent by 2035

3. Locate 50 percent of new housing and 75

percent of new employment within urban

centers between 2005 and 2035

4. Reduce regional per capita municipal and

industrial water use

5. Reduce regional per capita vehicle miles

traveled (VMT 10 percent between 2005 and

2035)

6. Reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions

from the transportation sector 60 percent

between 2005 and 2035

page
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Identify preliminary research and

documentation on what other organizations

have done with respect to land use and water

conservation

Convene a Core Committee to launch the

dialogues phase of the DRCOG Water Dialogues

Contract with an independent group to collect

and analyze data to get a better understanding

of the link between land use planning and water.

This effort is envisioned to be coordinated with

the work being done by the Colorado Water

Conservation Board

Convene a public forum of engaged

stakeholders to review and identify best

practices that complement strategies already

included in the Metro Vision Plan, such as

density, and create a menu of land use options

communities could adopt to increase water

conservation

Convene the Core Committee to identify

strategies and a system of benchmarks or a

long-term numeric goal/target

Continue to revisit the identified goal or

benchmarks over time as additional data

becomes available

Peer Exchange Group for the
Transportation Research Board

Metro Vision implementation

MPO Planning Manager Steve Cook was invited,

along with a CDOT representative, to participate on

a Peer Exchange Group for the nationally-renowned

Transportation Research Board (TRB). The group

developed proposals for research topics related to

reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with

transportation infrastructure. Studies associated

with the topics will be conducted over the next two

years and published in future TRB circulars.

As another outgrowth of Metro Vision's adoption in

2011, a Metro Vision Implementation Task Force

was created and began work. The steering group is

action-oriented versus policy-oriented, inclusive,

and values informality. The group is identifying

factors working for and against achieving Metro

Vision goals, developing recommendations for

special projects to address these factors, recruiting

champions to lead special projects, and creating

special projects teams to develop/produce tangible

outcomes. The Boomer Bond is the group's first

special project and will help local governments

understand the impacts of an aging population.

page
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transit-oriented development in the Denver region.

In particular, the grant will be instrumental in

efforts to connect disadvantaged residents to

middle-skill job opportunities and expand resources

for both economic development lending and

affordable housing. The region's efforts are being

coordinated by a partnership of DRCOG and the

Mile High Transit Opportunity Collaborative of more

than a dozen foundations, funders and nonprofits,

including the Denver Foundation Strengthening

Neighborhoods Program, Enterprise, FRESC,

Reconnecting America and the Urban Land

Conservancy. This grant and the Sustainable

Communities Regional Planning Grant are

complementary efforts, giving the region an

unparalleled opportunity to enhance quality of life

for all residents.

DRCOG's inaugural Live Work Play program kicked

off in 2011 to honor the metro area's great places

and livable communities that move Metro Vision

forward. From 41 nominations, 10 finalists were

selected by a steering committee of local experts

and featured on 9News by reporter Gregg Moss.

Lowenstein CulturePlex, Denver

Downtown Lyons

IKEA Centennial

Belmar/Downtown Lakewood

Historic Olde Town Arvada

Vallagio at Inverness

South Broadway Living Streets, Denver

BuCu West, Westwood Neighborhood, Denver

The NoBo Commercial District, Boulder, and

West Colfax Association of Neighbors, WeCAN,

Denver

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Live Work Play 2011 calls attention to
Metro Vision principles

Region receives $4.5 million in federal
planning funds

Living Cities grant complements HUD
grant

Big news came in November when U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Region VIII Administrator Rick Garcia announced

the Denver region had been awarded a $4.5 million

Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant

to support regional planning projects. The

announcement was made at a Nov. 22 press event

where HUD and DRCOG representatives were

joined by Sen. Michael Bennet, Rep. Ed Perlmutter,

Rep. Diana DeGette and Gov. John Hickenlooper.

Through the grant, DRCOG and its consortium of

86 planning partners will leverage existing

investment in FasTracks. The grant will focus on

planning activities around the FasTracks corridor

slated to open in 2013 (West Line) and three other

corridors currently under construction (East, Gold,

and a portion of Northwest/US 36). Consortium

partners have pledged $8 million in matching

funds.

The Denver region was one of 56 to be awarded a

total of $96 million in funding from among 468

applications that totaled $500 million in requested

dollars. Of those 56 successful applicants, 27 were

individual communities and 29 were regional

applicants like the Denver metro area. Denver's

award is nearly twice the average regional grant of

$2.3 million.

Right on the heels of the announcement of the

region's HUD grant, Living Cities awarded $250,000

to the Denver region to further efforts surrounding
page
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People's Choice voting on the 10 finalists

culminated in nearly 172,000 votes. Vallagio at

Inverness, a mixed-use, multimodal, resident-

involved community in Arapahoe County, was the

top vote-getter and announced as the Live Work

Play 2011 People's Choice winner at a special event

in April.

Joining DRCOG in presenting the awards program

were Progressive Urban Management Associates

and Downtown Colorado Inc., with support from IBI

Group, U.S. Bank, Mile High Station, the Metro

Area REALTORS, MetLife Home Loans, Saunders

Construction, Inc., the Colorado Housing and

Finance Authority, the Colorado Health Foundation,

Metropolitan State College of Denver, Volunteers of

America-Colorado Branch, and Xcel Energy.

“Live Work Play is about shining the spotlight on

great places, events and projects in the Denver

metro area. In large part, these are the types of

places the DRCOG Board's 25-year growth and

development plan views as key to helping reduce

congestion, improve air quality, reduce water

consumption, protect open space and assure the

region continues to be a great place to live, work,

play, raise families and grow business,” said

DRCOG Executive Director Jennifer Schaufele.

In April, Director Schaufele met with Colorado

Agriculture Commissioner John Salazar to talk

about how Metro Vision's focus on sustainability

and work in transportation make DRCOG a key

supporter of Colorado agriculture. Schaufele shared

the Board's interest in addressing food deserts in

the metro area and desire to find avenues to ensure

the region's older adults have access to the state's

fresh, locally grown foods.

In 2011, DRCOG continued holding its popular

Metro Vision Idea Exchange (formerly the TOD

Planner Idea Exchange), an opportunity for

member governments and private-sector

stakeholders to share information and ideas, as well

as learn about best practices that support Metro

Vision goals. Each session featured presentations

from local governments. Topics included:

looking at land acquisition and land banking as�

Establishing the Metro Vision link to
agriculture

Metro Vision Idea Exchange

�

�

�

�

spurs to infill and redevelopment activity at the

local level;

creating corridors of opportunity to predict the

long-range impacts of transit on the market for

new development, on commuter travel behavior

and on where the potential for displacement of

low-income residents may be greatest;

exploring the economic benefits of healthy

community design, highlighting the nexus

between healthy community design and

economic vitality; and

creating age-friendly communities and

participants through DRCOG's Boomer Bond

initiative, which provides local governments

with strategies and tools to support healthy,

independent aging, allowing older adults to

remain in their homes and communities for as

long as they desire.

Teri Whitmore, AICP, joined the DRCOG staff in

June as DRCOG's regional planning and operations

director. Her primary responsibilities are leading

efforts to implement Metro Vision 2035; developing

the plan update for 2040; overseeing the member

services program, such as the regional aerial

photography project; and creating DRCOG's new

land use model. Teri was the acting director of

economic and community development for the City

of Hamilton, Ohio, and previously served as the

city's planning director. She has more than 18 years

of planning and management experience.

Teri Whitmore joins DRCOG
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Regional Leadership
As one of the nation's three oldest regional planning organizations, DRCOG is a model

nationally and regionally.

Board Workshop set course for 2011,
informed Strategic Plan

Solid partnership

The annual Board Workshop in February set

DRCOG's course for 2011. Well-attended by Board

members and alternates and held at DRCOG, the

workshop began with a look back at 2010

accomplishments. A staff presentation then

focused on the challenges and opportunities in

implementing Metro Vision and discussion

followed. Attendees expressed the view that

FasTracks build-out and issues surrounding

redevelopment and infill in communities also

present challenges and opportunities key to Metro

Vision implementation.  Board members also said

they'd like DRCOG to provide a variety of data and

resources to help their communities achieve Metro

Vision goals, including being a best practices

clearinghouse; developing a model for small

neighborhood grocery stores; and providing more

data on transportation patterns both regionally and

locally. Board members also said they're interested

in DRCOG conducting regional analyses to develop

consistent tools for measuring greenhouse gas

(GHG) emissions and vehicle miles traveled (VMT)

as part of the TIP scoring process; evaluating the

potential impacts of policy options through

scenario analyses; and considering non-

transportation-based strategies for reducing GHG

emissions.

Priorities set at the Board Workshop were included

in the 2011-12 Strategic Plan, adopted in May.

DRCOG Executive Director Jennifer Schaufele also

met with Don Hunt, executive director of the

Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), to

discuss the strong and long-term working

relationship between DRCOG and CDOT. The

meeting covered regional priorities and the

memorandum of understanding on transportation

planning, which was extended to June 30, 2013, by

the Board in November. The MOU addresses

Board honors Rod Bockenfeld for
leadership in 2010

Board service noted

2011 officers elected

In May, Arapahoe County Commissioner Rod

Bockenfeld was recognized for his service and

commitment to DRCOG as 2010 Board chair. Chair

Jim Taylor presented

the organization's

Outgoing Chair Award

to Rod, who also served

DRCOG as vice chair,

secretary and treasurer

since becoming a Board

member in 2007.

In 2011, two Board members were honored for five

years of service to DRCOG. They included Bennett

Mayor Sue Horn in February and Centennial

Councilmember Todd Miller in April.

In February, the Board elected its 2011 officers.

Littleton Council Member Jim Taylor was elected

chair, while Broomfield Council Member Dennis

McCloskey was chosen as vice chair. Bennett

Mayor Sue Horn and Douglas County

Commissioner Jack Hilbert were selected as

secretary and treasurer, respectively. Lakewood

Council Member Ed

Peterson completed

the slate as immediate

past chair.

2
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continued coordination, planning and revenue

allocation for transportation within the Denver

transportation management area and within the

state.

Another delegation of elected officials from

Baghdad visited the DRCOG region in May. Nine

members of the Baghdad Provincial Council came

to DRCOG to learn about regional planning. The

guests asked to learn more about how costs, quality

of life and the environment are affected by public

policy decisions in areas such as transportation,

land use, water/wastewater, etc. They participated

in Metro Quest, an interactive computer program

assessing various urban planning scenarios, and

learned a lot while having fun too. Interestingly,

their concerns and questions were similar to those

voiced in the region's communities. The group's

visit to the United States was sponsored by the

International Visitor Leadership Program of the

U.S. Department of State's Bureau of Educational

and Cultural Affairs.

When CDOT and the Governor's Energy Office

(GEO) launched a new collaborative initiative called

Colorado Energy Smart Transportation: Planning

for a More Efficient Colorado, DRCOG was among

the organizations asked to be involved. The

project's aim was to address energy use and

promote energy reduction in Colorado

transportation planning through practical short-

and long-term strategies, with CDOT and GEO

collaborating with partner organizations. A primary

goal of the initiative was to meet the requirements

of the Colorado FASTER legislation, which directs

CDOT to consider GHG emissions in the

transportation planning process. DRCOG staff

participated in the project's monthly collaborative

Baghdad-Denver Region Partnership

DRCOG involved in Colorado Energy
Smart Transportation

sessions to identify short- and long-term strategies

and solutions.  DRCOG Executive Director

Schaufele was among the more than 40 federal,

state, regional and local decision makers attending

the inaugural meeting in May. A working group put

together a framework for considering energy use

and GHG emissions in the transportation planning

process. At year's end, the work was winding down

by coming up with initiatives to move forward and

lessons learned.

Executive Director Schaufele participated in the

first-ever "Pits and Peeves" forum designed to

identify how systems, laws, and policies within the

State of Colorado may operate more efficiently and

effectively. She joined presidents and executive

directors from about 20 different business and

association industry groups in the effort, which was

put together by Barbara Kelley, director of the

Department of Regulatory Agencies; Roxy Huber,

executive director of the Department of Revenue;

and Don Hunt, CDOT executive director. At year's

end, after roundtable meetings throughout

Colorado, Gov. Hickenlooper announced

recommendations to reduce government red tape

and regulatory inefficiencies, based on “Pits and

Peeves.”

In August, the Board voted to phase out DRCOG's

elevator/escalator inspection program, divesting

itself of the program at the end of the 2011

calendar year. DRCOG elevator inspectors

inspected conveyances through the end of the year

for participating program governments. DRCOG

also worked to establish a relationship with

contractors who guaranteed a regional inspection

rate for DRCOG member jurisdictions.

Helping the state identify “Pits and
Peeves”

Elevator/Escalator program phased
out
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FasTracks
FasTracks, RTD's ambitious plan to provide rapid transit throughout the region, was

supported by DRCOG in a number of ways. FasTracks is a key element in Metro Vision,

the region's long-range growth and development plan to make life better for people of

all ages, incomes and abilities.

to the plan. That would require a significantly

modified financial plan and associated schedule for

FasTracks completion, which would need to be

submitted to and reviewed by DRCOG in a future

annual report.

State statute charges DRCOG with approving the

specific technology and financing for RTD fixed-

guideway transit system proposals. The DRCOG

Board conditioned its original approval of FasTracks

in 2004 by requiring an annual review since future

changes were likely.

Executive Director Schaufele continued serving as

DRCOG's voting representative on the Denver

Union Station Project Authority or DUSPA. The

authority has a 13-member board, 11 voting

members and 2 non-voting members. DUSPA,

created by the Denver City Council, is responsible

for the financing, acquiring, owning, equipping,

designing, constructing, renovating, operating and

maintaining of the Denver Union Station

redevelopment project.

DRCOG continues serving on DUSPA

2010 Annual FasTracks Review
As part of its annual responsibility, the Board

considered DRCOG's 2010 Annual FasTracks

Review and Determination Report, accepting the

findings and the 2011 Financial Plan. A public

hearing was held in July on RTD's 2010 Annual

Report to DRCOG on FasTracks.

RTD submitted its 2010 Annual Report to DRCOG

in mid-2011. The annual report included FasTracks

information on project definition and scope,

implementation schedule, operating

characteristics, level of bus service, and the

financial plan approved by the RTD Board in April

2011. In the review and determination report,

DRCOG staff said the 2011 Financial Plan is an

improvement to the previous plan with more

concrete financial data due to the completion of all

but one corridor study, and recommended its

acceptance. The 2010 Annual Report identified

schedule changes for nearly all the corridors,

ranging from one- to nearly three-year delays.

Completion of FasTracks is now proposed for 2020.

Staff further noted a delay in going to the voters

for the RTD sales and use tax increase or the failure

of the tax increase vote could cause major changes

3
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Jennifer Schaufele honored as a
Woman of Influence

Leveraging FasTracks

FasTracks benefits

West Corridor tour

In October, the Commercial Real Estate Women

(CREW) Denver held its 12th Annual Women of

Influence Luncheon to honor women working on a

number of key metro Denver real estate projects.

DRCOG Executive Director Jennifer Schaufele was

among the 21 honorees for her work on the Denver

Union Station Transit Project.  DUS was in the top

three of the 12 real estate projects highlighted.

Setting the stage for future collaborative efforts,

DRCOG gave a presentation to the Mile High

Transit Opportunity Collaborative, a group of

Denver area foundations and nonprofits working to

leverage the opportunities created by FasTracks to

connect low-income communities to economic

opportunity throughout the region. The

presentation consisted of giving an overview of

DRCOG, and talking about Metro Vision, including

the connection to FasTracks and how the plan has

influenced the growth of the region. In addition, it

covered emerging issues the next plan update will

likely address.

In early November, Glendale Mayor and DRCOG

Board Member Larry Harte represented DRCOG on

a panel at the Transit Alliance annual meeting and

awards program on How the West was One:

Celebrating the FasTracks Vision Coming to Life.

The panel's focus was on the benefits of FasTracks.

Led by the Jefferson County Association of

REALTORS, DRCOG co-sponsored a tour of the

West Corridor light rail line in February. Two motor

coaches traveled along the corridor while speakers

addressed the variety of land-use projects that are

planned and underway. Some of these projects

involve new housing, specifically affordable

housing. Lakewood Mayor Bob Murphy and

Councilor and DRCOG Board Member Ed Peterson

each addressed the tour participants about the

extensive planning Lakewood has done to

accommodate infill and redevelopment along the

line. The tour gave Board members an opportunity

to see up close how the West Corridor light rail line

is taking shape and built on DRCOG's strong

relationships with the metro area REALTORS

associations.

DRCOG Transportation and Planning Operations

Director Steve Rudy served on the Metro Mayors

Caucus Task Force on FasTracks. He attended task

force meetings and provided information to the

mayors about DRCOG's role with the annual

FasTracks review.

Metro Mayors Caucus Task Force on
FasTracks
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Assisting the
Region's Older Residents
The DRCOG Area Agency on Aging (AAA) serves the Denver region of Adams, Arapahoe,

Broomfield, Clear Creek, Denver, Douglas, Gilpin and Jefferson counties. DRCOG is

recognized locally and nationally for its leadership on older adult issues.

Network of Care observes first year of
service

DRCOG kicks off Boomer Bond project

DRCOG's Network of Care recently observed its

first anniversary in the Denver metro area of

providing a host of online services to older adults,

their families and caregivers. As the new area plan

shows, the need for information and assistance in

the region is a top priority of older adults and their

families and caregivers. Network of Care meets that

need. The site received an

average of nearly 250 daily

visitors in its first year. In its

ongoing effort to meet older

adults needs, new features

were added to the site,

including an announcements

section; a quick search

feature; more Denver metro

area information about fall

prevention; a change

language feature that

translates the site to more

than 50 languages with the click of a mouse; and

300 new service directory listings to include

organizations serving people with disabilities. The

AAA staff members also provide live

demonstrations of Network of Care to community

groups.

As illustrated in the new area plan, by 2030, the

percent of adults over the age of 60 in the Denver

region will double, meaning one in four people will

be 60 years old or older. This dramatic growth will

transform the region and challenge every aspect of

community life: transportation, housing, economic

development, sales tax revenue, land use, health

care and aging services. To help, the DRCOG AAA

began holding meetings on the Boomer Bond. The

Aging four-year plan, strengths and
needs assessment focus regional
efforts

AAA shares information on 2011-2015
Area Plan

The new 2011-2015 Area Plan on Aging set out

goals and responsibilities of the Area Agency on

Aging in the coming four years. The AAA works to

achieve the objectives of the Older Americans Act

to provide comprehensive services to older adults.

To help prioritize services in the region, the AAA

conducted a strengths and needs assessment to

understand the services most needed by Denver

area seniors. The survey showed the greatest need

is for information and assistance, but there is

significant demand for health care, mental health

support, dental assistance,

homemaking services, and

transportation, among others.

The plan also highlights the

unprecedented growth

expected among older adults:

the region's 60-plus population

is expected to growth by 29.5

percent between 2010 and

2015, and the need for regional

planning to make communities

livable for all ages, incomes

and abilities is a priority.

The DRCOG AAA made presentations around the

region to share information on the new 2011-2015

Area Plan on Aging and county-specific

demographic data and strengths and needs survey

results. Presentations were held in each county

served by the AAA and were well-received.

4
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Boomer Bond will create a comprehensive set of

voluntary strategies to support member

governments in meeting the needs of a growing

older adult population. Local planners, urban

designers, housing advocates, transportation

planners and engineers, and public health and

human service officials are involved in the project.

DRCOG held a kickoff meeting in September,

featuring Dr. Rodney Harrell, senior strategic policy

adviser for housing and livable communities in

AARP's Public Policy Institute, and others

addressing the issue on a panel of experts. Another

meeting followed in December, with individuals

and organizations joining DRCOG to learn more

about how they can contribute to development of a

comprehensive toolkit to support local government

efforts to meet the needs of a rapidly growing older

adult population. Meeting attendees volunteered

to serve on multi-disciplinary project teams that

will work with DRCOG staff to develop the toolkit

and a program to recognize member governments

implementing age-friendly strategies in their

communities, beginning in January 2012.

Home Builders Association of Metro
Denver partnership

DRCOG represented on Colorado
Aging Policy Advisory Committee

DRCOG partnered again with the Home Builders

Association (HBA) of Metro Denver to present a

very successful 2nd Annual Boomers and Beyond

Housing Symposium in July. AAA staff were among

the panelists discussing the highlights of findings

from three recent Mature Market Institute reports

on the 55+ housing market.

The event was attended by more than 50 planners,

public health officials, real estate professionals and

representatives of other organizations interested in

the housing needs of the region's older adults. It

provided yet another opportunity to get the word

out about the dramatic demographic changes

occurring that will greatly increase the number of

older adults living in the Denver region.

DRCOG AAA Director Jayla Sanchez Warren is

representing the AAAs in the northeastern region

on the Colorado Aging Policy Advisory Committee.

The committee provides advice and input from

AAAs regarding policies and procedures developed

and implemented by the Department of Human

Services that may impact services to older adults in

Colorado. The appointment is for the July 1, 2011 -

June 30, 2012 time period.
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year Colorado Latino Age Wave Initiative, which is

to invest in and advocate for services and programs

that support the well-being of Denver's Latino older

adult populations. The initiative is an effort of

Hispanics in Philanthropy, the Rose Community

Foundation, and the Latino Community Foundation

of Colorado.

In December, the Colorado Gerontological Society

presented its Corporate Award to the DRCOG AAA.

The award was presented to AAA Director Jayla

Sanchez-Warren at the society's annual meeting.

The award recognizes DRCOG for its leadership in

planning and service delivery for aging services in

the metro Denver area and for efforts to launch the

Network of Care website to provide Internet

resources to those needing aging services

assistance.

AAA honored by Colorado
Gerontological Society

One Away video premieres at DRCOG

Colorado Latino Age Wave Initiative

The world premiere of a new video providing a

voice for older Americans occurred in September at

DRCOG. Chandra Matthews of the DRCOG AAA

appears in the video produced by Seniors' Resource

Center for the Colorado One Away campaign. The

campaign focuses on the assistance the Older

Americans Act gives to older adults, helping them

stay healthy and remain independent. The needs of

vulnerable and disadvantaged seniors are

especially prominent. Seniors' Resource Center

works with the DRCOG Area Agency on Aging to

provide Older Americans Act-funded programs.

Jayla Sanchez-Warren, director of the DRCOG

AAA, has been named to the 15-member Colorado

Latino Age Wave Community Advisory Committee.

The committee supports the mission of the two-
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Advocacy
In 2011, DRCOG continued its efforts to effect state and federal policy with its

legislative advocacy program.

worries about the potential impact this move would

have on State Funding for Senior Services. State

Funding for Senior Services makes up 40 percent of

the DRCOG AAA's overall funding and is vital to

supporting a variety of safety net programs for the

region's older adults.  DRCOG also is concerned

about the possible adverse impact of such a move

now on the continuity of services. Each year,

DRCOG allocates state and federal funds for

services to tens of thousands of older adults. It's

important to make sure the financial, operational

and administrative processes currently in place are

not disrupted. Executive Director Schaufele, Jayla

Sanchez Warren and Rich Mauro have been active

in working on the matter with the departments and

the legislature.

Early in 2011, the Board approved both federal and

state legislative policy statements. The federal and

state legislative policy statements, updated and

adopted by DRCOG annually, outline key policy

issues and provide policy direction for the

organization.

As part of its long-running advocacy program, the

DRCOG Board received monthly reports on issues

to come before the Colorado General Assembly

during the 2011 session. By keeping up with

legislation affecting the region and local

governments, the Board took positions on bills that

were conveyed to legislators, the administration

and affected stakeholders.

2011 federal and state legislative
policy statements

Regular reports on 2011 General
Assembly

Social media gets the word out

Congressional delegation visits

Keeping an eye on possible
restructuring

DRCOG can be followed on several social media

sites. Those active on Twitter with personal or

organizational accounts should remember to

follow DRCOG @DRCOG.org. Twitter followers

passed the 800 mark, and we actively tweet events

and news as it happens. In addition, find DRCOG on

Facebook to learn about our many programs and

initiatives. Please check out the Denver Regional

Council of Governments page on Facebook and

"like" us to receive our updates.

Staff connected with the members of Colorado's

Congressional delegation who represent the

Denver metro area. DRCOG representatives visited

the local offices of Senators Michael Bennet and

Mark Udall, and Representatives Mike Coffman,

Diana DeGette, Cory Gardner, Ed Perlmutter and

Jared Polis. Staff  make these visits regularly to

build relationships and talk about how DRCOG is a

resource to them on the Denver region. In addition,

staff shared concerns and issues in the areas of

transportation, aging services and land

use/sustainability.

As the year ended, the Department of Health Care

Policy and Financing (HCPF) and the Department

of Human Services (DHS) submitted a legislative

report to the Joint Budget Committee regarding

the possible restructuring of their departments.

The restructuring would include the relocation of,

among other units, the State Unit on Aging (SUA)

from the DHS to the HCPF. The SUA is the state

oversight agency for the DRCOG Area Agency on

Aging. This move is being considered now in order

to leverage federal health care reform dollars, to

streamline the Long-Term Care system and to

improve services to clients.   DRCOG agrees there

are efficiencies to be made by having the two

agencies better collaborate and coordinate, but

5
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Helping the Region Get Around
DRCOG may be known best for its work in the transportation arena. 2011 saw many

achievements in that regard.

Metropolitan Transportation Process
certification

Quick implementation projects

When a new TIP is adopted, federal regulations call

for self-certifying statements on the metropolitan

transportation planning process. The Board

approved a resolution in March certifying the

transportation planning process is addressing the

region's major issues and is being conducted in

accordance with all federal requirements.

In April, Board members were updated on quick

implementation projects in the 2008-2013 TIP as a

follow up to action taken in summer 2010. At that

time, the Board awarded funding totaling

approximately $57 million to 20 projects,

emphasizing the quick implementation of these

projects. The status report showed almost 90

percent of the projects were meeting the quick

implementation objective by being advertised or

underway by the end of April, with the remaining

projects expected to be advertised or underway

shortly.

Board adopts 2012-2017
Transportation Improvement Program
The Board adopted the 2012-2017 Transportation

Improvement Program (TIP) and its companion air

quality determination in March, following a public

hearing in February. The TIP is a short-term policy

document showing how federal funding is

programmed to transportation projects. Highlights

of the TIP included:

STP Metro, Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality, and

STP-Enhancement federal funds totaling more

than $210 million were programmed to almost 60

new projects.

Peoria/Smith grade separation

A bike/pedestrian underpass under Baseline Road

in Boulder

The funding of 13 station area master plans or

urban center studies, plus the continuation of

reserve funds for future studies.

I-225 widening

120th Avenue Connection (Broomfield)

RTD FasTracks

Major new projects included:

The TIP continued funding of such major projects

as:

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Annual congestion report

DRCOG helps kick off key summer
events

CDOT Design-Build US 36 Managed
Lane Project

Bike to Work Day 2011

In May, DRCOG released to the Board its annual

report on traffic congestion, which contains trends

in vehicle miles traveled, updates to regional

congestion measures, a map of key congested

locations and bottlenecks, sustainability goals, and

data on traffic crashes and their relationship to

congestion delays, among other topics.

DRCOG Executive Director Jennifer Schaufele

participated in a news conference early in June,

with Denver Mayor Bill Vidal and Regional Air

Quality Council Chairman Andy Spielman, to kick

off the start of summer ozone season and Colorado

Bike Month. Schaufele spoke about Bike to Work

Day and the important role bicycle commuting

plays in reducing the vehicle emissions causing

ground-level ozone.

Transportation Planning and Operations Director

Steve Rudy served on the Executive Oversight

Committee of the CDOT Design-Build US 36

Managed Lane Project.

Once again, DRCOG RideArrangers and its partners

sponsored another successful Bike to Work Day

June 22. The annual event really shines the

spotlight on biking as a viable alternative to driving

alone to work. June 22 was a gorgeous day for

cyclists to bike to work in the Denver region, and

thousands of people took advantage of the ideal

weather to commute on two wheels. More than

18,000 registered for the event, and included 5,600

first-time bicycle commuters. That's a number of

great interest since recruiting first-timers is the

goal of the event - once people try bicycle

commuting, statistics show they are apt to

continue the practice and make it a regular habit.

Registered participants reported they biked a total

of 315,688 miles, which equates to nearly 13 trips

around the earth. DRCOG organizes Bike to Work

Day each year with help from community planning

partners. 2011 event sponsors included

KUSA/9News, Encana Natural Gas, RTD, Comcast,

Craig Hospital, Noodles & Company, Denver B-

Cycle, goodnessKnows, Anadarko Petroleum

Corporation, CDOT, REI, Colorado Athletic Clubs,

Westword, Chipotle, and the American Lung

Association in Colorado.

Even long after Bike to Work Day is over, interest in

the event continues. RideArrangers generated lots

of new "likes" on its Facebook page because of Bike

to Work Day participants. That interest helps

spread messages about alternatives to the single-

occupant vehicle commute throughout the year.

Right before Bike to Work Day, initial Front Range

Travel Counts data were released, focusing on

biking and walking trips along the Front Range.

Front Range Travel Counts, the first in-depth and

coordinated study of household travel behavior

from Fort Collins to Pueblo, involved the North

Front Range Metropolitan Planning Organization,

the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments, the

Pueblo Area Council of Governments, DRCOG,

CDOT, RTD and the Federal Highway

Administration. The project partners, who worked

with the Alliance for Sustainable Colorado and

goodnessKnows, held a news conference at the

Liking Bike to Work Day

Front Range Travel Counts data
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TDM Partnership launches
DRCOG Executive Director Jennifer Schaufele

initiated and shepherded the TDM Regional

Partnership, which includes DRCOG and six of the

region's transportation management organizations.

The partners are collaborating on a comprehensive

and coordinated attack on traffic congestion and

poor air quality in the Denver region by promoting

options to driving alone. A memorandum of

understanding was signed in July creating the

partnership. The partnership couples DRCOG's

proven successes with its regionwide and long-

standing RideArrangers Program with the track

records and extensive subarea knowledge of 36

Commuting Solutions, Boulder East Community

Transportation Options, the Downtown Denver

Partnership, South I-25 Urban Corridor

Transportation Management Association, the

Stapleton Area Transportation Management

Association and Transportation Solutions. The

partners are committed to leveraging federal

funding to helping implement Metro Vision goals of

reducing single-occupant vehicle travel, reducing

the miles traveled by vehicles in the region, and

decreasing per capita greenhouse gas emissions,

and effectively and efficiently investing taxpayer

money. The partnership is designed to develop,

maintain and grow a comprehensive, coordinated

and more successful regional travel demand

management program by sharing resources.

Alliance Center in Denver in June to share statistics

like these:

14 million total trips are made each day by the

4 million residents of the Front Range region,

stretching from Fort Collins to Pueblo

About 7 percent of all trips in the region are

made by biking and walking

Average bike trip distance is 1.7 miles, while the

average walk trip distance is 4/10 of a mile

On average, each Front Range resident takes

3.5 trips by car each day, resulting in 12.5

million trips made by motor vehicle

About 4 million trips made by car are of

distances less than 1.7 miles, with great

potential for those trips to be converted to

biking and walking trips. That's nearly 30

percent of total trips.

There are more than 2 million bicycles in the

region, or 1.3 bicycles per household, a rate

that is above the national average of .86 bikes

per household

Material released at the event also focused on the

health benefits of biking and walking.

�

�

�

�

�

�
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2012-2013 Unified Planning Work
Program adopted

FHWA Travel Behavior Workshop

In July, the Board adopted the 2012-2013 Unified

Planning Work Program, which outlines the

planning tasks and activities to be conducted in the

region with federal transportation planning funds

from Oct. 1, 2011 through Sept. 30, 2013. The UPWP

was prepared with input from CDOT, RTD and local

government staff. The UPWP also lists other major

planning activities performed by local

governments. Just a few highlights included the

following activities.

Begin work on the Metro Vision 2040 and 2040

Metro Vision Regional Transportation Plan,

including the work plan, scenario analysis,

project solicitation, and outreach/public

participation;

Update the Metro Vision Growth and

Development Supplement;

Complete a new land use model;

Complete annual FasTracks assessments; and

Begin preliminary work for the 2016-2021 TIP.

Regional Modeling Manager Erik Sabina

represented DRCOG at a Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA) Travel Behavior Workshop

at Northwestern University in November. DRCOG

was one of only three public-sector organizations

invited to participate. The meeting was part of a

project to help FHWA set its travel modeling

research agenda for the next few years. The

meeting assembled a number of experts in the

field, mostly from the United States, to work

through a travel modeling gap analysis, examining

what today's models are capable of, and

�

�

�

�

�

contrasting that with the planning and forecasting

needs at the various levels (MPO, state, federal,

etc.). The effort produced a list of the most

necessary and promising areas for research in the

coming years.

Several RideArrangers marketing campaigns during

2011 got people thinking about commuting

alternatives. With summer in full swing and people

thinking of vacations, Southwest Airline's donation

of round-trip tickets motivated people to give

carpooling a try. At year's end, a campaign called

GiveYourself a Raise, touted how carpooling can

help commuters save $50, $100 or more each

month, actually giving themselves a raise. There

was an added incentive of a drawing to win a 47"

flat-screen TV courtesy of Comcast, a longtime

supporter of DRCOG programs. The campaigns

spurred an increase in website traffic and carpool

registrations, which translates to significant,

positive impact on traffic congestion and air

quality.

The RideArrangers program added two new

features to its website to make it even faster and

easier for persons curious about ridematching to

see if it's a solution that might work for them. A

quick search feature for carpool on the

RideArrangers home page and a vanpool seat

finder on the vanpool page ask for a minimal

amount of information and instantly return

possible matches/vans with empty seats; when

RideArrangers campaigns promote
alternate modes

New website features make it easier to
check out alternatives
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Regional Intelligent Transportation
System projects funded

Regional Safety Report produced

Adaptive Signal Control Technologies
Showcase

In November, the Board allocated federal

congestion mitigation/air quality funding in the

Regional Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

Program pool to five projects in fiscal years 2012-

2013. ITS projects involve technology tools and

systems that allow local agencies and jurisdictions

to manage transportation options better. Funding

of $825,000 was allocated per year, with an

additional $250,000 available in 2012 from ITS

project pool savings. Those agencies and

jurisdictions receiving funding included Douglas

County, the City and County of Denver, the City of

Lakewood, and CDOT.

The document – Report on Traffic Safety in the

Denver Region – was presented to the Board in

November. The report describes the traffic safety

issues and conditions in the region and provides

information on crash mitigation strategies. The

report provides base information and can help to

increase awareness among planners, engineers and

elected officials as they contemplate safety issues

in their communities.

Transportation Operations Program Manager Greg

MacKinnon participated in the Adaptive Signal

Control Technologies Showcase in Des Moines. The

event was sponsored by the Federal Highway

Administration's Iowa Division as part of FHWA's

Every Day Counts Technology and Innovation

Initiative. Greg shared DRCOG's experience with

the Traffic Signal System Improvement Program,

demonstrating why traffic signal operations is a

priority, and explained its approach to making

sustainable improvements. He also talked about

how the program may consider adaptive signal

control in the future.

users see the possibilities, they are prompted to

complete the full application.

In September, the Board allocated Federal Transit

Administration funds for Job Access/Reverse

Commute and New Freedom projects. Job

Access/Reverse Commute funds of $1.6 million

were awarded to RTD for fiscal years 2012-2013 for

transportation services for welfare recipients and

low-income individuals to and from jobs and

training opportunities. The New Freedom funds go

to projects providing services for individuals with

disabilities, beyond those services required by the

Americans with Disabilities Act. Total funding of

$1.2 million was allocated for New Freedom

projects in the Denver region, including services

provided by Seniors' Resource Center, Metro Taxi,

Colorado Cab, RTD and the Denver Regional

Mobility and Access Council. DRCOG scored

projects from Board-approved criteria.

The Board funded 15 projects promoting the use of

transportation alternatives in September. The

funding of $1.8 million covers fiscal years 2012-

2013. DRCOG received 25 project submittals for the

funds, totaling about $4 million in requests.

Organizations receiving funding included: eGo

CarShare, the Boulder-East TMO, RTD,

Groundwork Denver, the South I-25 Urban Corridor

TMA, Transportation Solutions TMA, 36

Commuting Solutions TMA, Boulder County,

Community Cycles (Boulder), the Regional Air

Quality Council, the Stapleton TMA, Bike Denver,

B-cycle (Denver), and the North Area

Transportation Alliance.

Job Access/Reverse Commute and
New Freedom projects funded

Funding allocated to regional travel
demand management projects
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Supporting Local Governments
As an association of local governments in the Denver region, one of DRCOG's most

important jobs is helping local governments do their jobs. DRCOG had many activities

and programs in 2011 that did just that.

Community Profiles
updated

Planning Commissioner training
offered

DRCOG released an update of its

popular Community Profiles in

July. The profiles, comprehensive

summaries of the data DRCOG

develops and maintains for each

community in our region, have

been updated and streamlined.

They contain all sorts of useful

statistics, many of which are compared to regional

totals. The profiles include community information

on:

Metro Vision sustainability goals,

Current population and employment estimates,

Forecast growth trends,

Current and planned land use patterns,

Data from the 2005-2009 American Community

Survey,

Environmental assets, and

Data from Metro Vision 2035 and the 2035

Metro Vision Regional Transportation plans.

DRCOG joined the Colorado Division of Local

Affairs (DOLA) and the Colorado chapter of the

American Planning Association (APA) to host

planning commissioner training in June. Twenty-

seven commissioners from 13 member

governments attended. The training focused on

basic topics important to individuals who serve in

the unique role of planning commissioner, such as

conducting effective public meetings, making

motions, and more importantly - how to stay out

of legal trouble. The commissioners also heard

from experts on Colorado water supply and

conservation issues to help them prepare for

their role in the ongoing water challenges facing

communities across the Front Range, and to

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

learn about strategies to integrate land use and

water planning efforts. DRCOG has hosted regular

trainings for planning commissioners since 1983.

Material in DRCOG's Regional Data Catalog

continues to grow. DRCOG maintains a large

amount of spatial and tabular data crucial to

regional planning and policy decisions, and makes

it available for use by local governments and the

public. New features include:

RSS feeds to notify catalog users when data

layers have been updated or added,

New data format called GeoRSS for data

integrators and software developers,

Web-based editor for metadata that can be

used by the data providers (our technicians,

planners and engineers for example),

Categorization/browse by subject area of the

number of datasets available (like

transportation, travel modeling or employment

for example) and

Ability to track data downloads and report, and

more.

In addition, DRCOG held its third annual Regional

Data Summit in January. More than 100 public- and

private-sector partners attended the event, which

shared information about new technologies and

talked about data sharing opportunities.

�

�

�

�

�

Regional Data Catalog/Data Summit

7
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support their energy efficiency programs. Topics in

2011 included:

Getting the Most Bang for your Buck,

Promoting Energy Efficiency in your

Community: Communications and Social

Marketing, and

Promoting Energy Efficiency in your (Small)

Community.

DRCOG, through the International Association for

Public Participation, offered a free course in April

for elected officials and other decision makers to

learn how to get the best value from the public

process. The session covered how to integrate

public participation into an overall project plan;

costs and benefits of public participation; involving

the public in an organizational decision; the

importance of both the decision being made and

the promise to the public about their involvement

in the process; and an overview of what the

decision maker should know about the public

participation practitioner's role.

DRCOG held an orientation session in August to

share information about DRCOG's responsibilities,

activities and programs, which was attended by a

crowd. All Board members and alternates, local

elected officials, local government staff members

and others are welcome to attend orientation

sessions, which are held twice a year.

�

�

�

Public participation for elected
officials, decision-makers

Orientation sessions provide the 4-1-1
on DRCOG

Planning directors' gatherings

2011 Membership Directory

DRCOG and Metro Mayors Caucus
team up on energy efficiency
workshops

In the fall, DRCOG held its first Planning Directors'

Lunch as an opportunity for planning officials to

get together and hear about each other's efforts to

support Metro Vision. The meeting was a success

leading to the scheduling of another meeting in

December and more bi-monthly lunch sessions

after the first of the year. The plan is for future

sessions to be sponsored by DRCOG jurisdictions

and held throughout the region. There will be

presentations on specific area projects and lessons

learned.

DRCOG produced its 2011 Membership Directory,

providing listings and contact information for

elected officials, and other key officials and staff

for each DRCOG member jurisdiction, as well as

contact information for the Colorado Congressional

delegation, Colorado House and Senate members,

and similar organizations to DRCOG throughout

Colorado. The directory also includes a DRCOG

Board listing.

In 2011, DRCOG continued its partnership with the

Metro Mayors Caucus to co-host a series of

workshops on "Promoting Energy Efficiency inYour

Community." The workshops are funded by the

Better Buildings grant that the City and County of

Denver, Boulder County and Garfield County

received from the U.S. Department of Energy to
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DRCOG hosts short courses

Census Bureau meeting

DRCOG once again held short courses in 2011 to

provide in-depth looks at its key program areas.

Courses were held on transportation, Metro Vision

and aging.

DRCOG teamed up with the Census Bureau's

Partnership and Data Services to offer an April

workshop at DRCOG for local government staff on

The Keys to your Community's Future: Accessing

Census Data Products Effectively. Cathy Lacy,

regional director of the U.S. Census Bureau Denver

Region, and Elizabeth Garner, Colorado State

demographer, were featured presenters. The

workshop covered a host of information local

governments needed to learn about accessing the

2010 Census data. Among other topics, participants

learned about Colorado's 2010 Census campaign,

data release schedule and how to navigate

census.gov to provide data essential to metro

Denver communities.

TOD Marketplace
DRCOG cosponsored the Urban Land Institute's

November TOD Marketplace: Real Places, Real

Projects, Real Deals conference. The conference

featured experts from TOD communities around

the United States, including Colorado experts. ULI

has held similar programs around the nation, with

some drawing more than 400 leaders from the

public, private and nonprofit sectors to participate

in panel discussions on policy, design and finance,

and learn about TOD development opportunities.

The conference was a great opportunity for the

region since, as ULI research shows, transit-

oriented development creates livable, energy-

efficient and mobile communities.
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Transportation Funding
DRCOG has long been a leader in calling attention to the gap between transportation

funding and need. Efforts continued in 2011 to do so.

Transformative investments
conference

Western High Speed Rail holds 2nd
The Rail Ahead conference

In late October, Executive Director Jennifer

Schaufele participated in a forum on

Transformative Investments for the United States.

Gov. Hickenlooper hosted the event, held by the

Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program and

Lazard, for 149 participants from across the

country. The session focused on structuring,

financing and delivering a range of physical

investments in the nation to catalyze and reinvent

regional markets and the U.S. economy. It's a topic

Brookings is familiar with since Brookings has been

working on it over the past several months with

partners from metro areas across the nation. That

effort identified the projects and the conference

began the work to convene and engage an

investment caucus.

The Western High Speed Rail Alliance sponsored its

second annual The Rail Ahead conference in

November in Las Vegas to focus on the long-term

goal of bringing high-speed intercity passenger and

freight rail to the Intermountain West. Forty

speakers and panelists, including Nevada Gov. Brian

Sandoval and former Wisconsin Gov. Tommy

Thompson, helped attendees learn about high-

speed rail issues, opportunities and challenges.

DRCOG former chair and Board member Ed

Peterson was among the speakers at the valuable

session on "Winning at the Local Level." DRCOG is

a founding member of the alliance, which

sponsored the conference to help shape the vision

and future of high-speed rail in the West. At the

last meeting, Executive Director Schaufele was

elected president of WHSRA.

DRCOG Vice Chair Dennis McCloskey and Executive

Director Jennifer Schaufele were part of a Colorado

delegation traveling to Washington, D.C. in

September to alert Colorado's Congressional

delegation on the importance of keeping the

federal gas tax and extending the SAFETEA-LU

continuing resolution. Put together by CDOT, the

group represented Colorado's local governments

and business community.

The delegation included, from left to right in the

picture below, Tamra Ward, representing the

Denver Metro Chamber of Commerce; Dennis

McCloskey, DRCOG vice chair; Kim Killen of the

Colorado Transportation Commission; Jennifer

Schaufele, DRCOG executive director; Sallie Clark,

El Paso County commissioner and chair of the Pikes

Peak Area Council of Governments; Dan Gibbs of

the Summit County Commission; Mickey Ferrell of

CDOT; and Jim Moody of the Colorado Contractors

Association. The group's goal was to convey to the

delegation how vital the $400 million Colorado

receives annually from the gas tax is. Keeping to a

Delegation travels to Washington,
D.C.

8
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packed schedule, the group met with every

member of the delegation. The following week,

both the House and the Senate passed a six-month

extension of SAFETEA-LU and the gas tax. Both

had been set to expire at the end of September.

With this extension, the next major deadline for

further action is March.

With the continuing resolution extending the Safe,

Accountable, Flexible and Efficient Transportation

Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) set to

expire the end of September along with the federal

fuel tax, in August the Board took up House and

Senate transportation reauthorization concepts.

The Board expressed its support for the extension

of the federal fuel tax for four years, and supported

a responsible two-year reauthorization of

SAFETEA-LU in which spending does not exceed

federal Highway Trust Fund receipts and the trust

fund balance.

With conversations occurring about the region's

great transportation needs and the severe lack of

funding, Board members were updated on

DRCOG's previous work in the area of

transportation finance, as well as recent discussions

about regional transportation authorities.

Board discusses transportation
reauthorization concepts

Board updated on past transportation
efforts

TMAs gather to talk about legislation
In May, DRCOG hosted a well-attended meeting of

the Intermountain Transportation Management

Areas (TMAs). The meeting talked about the future

of TMAs with regard to transportation

authorization and heard updates from the National

Association of Regional Councils and the Western

High Speed Rail Alliance. In addition, the group

discussed developing legislative policy statements

for the intermountain region and heard from

everyone present about their emerging issues.

both the House and the Senate passed a six-month

extension of SAFETEA-LU and the gas tax. Both

had been set to expire at the end of September.

With this extension, the next major deadline for

further action is March.
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Trend Setting
When created by concerned regional leaders in 1955, DRCOG became one of the

nation's first examples of regional and collaborative organizations.The organization

that set trends back in 1955 is still setting them today.

Denver Regional Solar Map honored
Great interest continues in the Denver Regional

Solar Map. Since going live the first week of

December 2010, thousands of visitors have come to

the site, and the Colorado Solar Energy Industries

Association reports that the site is a solid source of

potential consumer leads for its member installers.

The National Association of Regional Councils will

feature the solar map as an energy and economic

development case study at its 2012 annual

conference in June. In addition, DRCOG received

news the Geospatial Information and Technology

Association (GITA) presented its top honor - the

Excellence Award -- to DRCOG for the solar map

project. DRCOG was honored for innovative use of

geospatial technology for encouraging the

implementation of solar energy, our leadership and

coordination toward a common goal using

geospatial information, and vision in support of a

sustainable energy future for Colorado citizens. The

Excellence Award recognizes the outstanding

application of geospatial technology. GITA is a

nonprofit educational association serving the global

geospatial community and receiving the award puts

us in the company of such previous recipients as

Xcel Energy and the City of Portland, among others.

The award was presented to DRCOG in April at the

GITA annual conference in Dallas.

New TOD website

PLACE training

With the help of a grant from the Federal Transit

Administration, the DRCOG TOD website was

upgraded and enhanced to allow visitors to the site

to join the conversation about TOD in the region.

The site brings interesting content to visitors, and

includes a new guest blog, videos intended to spur

public discussion about TOD, and add context and

depth to the information presented in the Who Is

TOD in Metro Denver? studies.  Each short video

offers perspectives from developers, elected

officials and residents of metro Denver.

Several DRCOG Board representatives and staff

members attended Planning Active Community

Environments (PLACE) training offered by the

Colorado Department of Public Health and

Environment and the Regional Institute for Health

and Environmental Leadership. With the link

between public health and planning gaining

increased attention, the training was an excellent

opportunity to explore how public health issues

may fit into DRCOG's regional planning activities in

general and the Metro Vision 2040 update in

particular. Bennett Trustee Neal Mancuso, Superior

Trustee Debra Williams and Northglenn Mayor

Joyce Downing attended the training on behalf of

the Board, while staff members from several

divisions and focus areas also attended.

9
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Project FEVER

Peer review of next-generation travel
model project

New land use model

The CDOT/Denver Metro Clean Cities grant

application for Funding Electric Vehicles in the

Rockies was selected to receive a $500,000 grant

from the U.S. Department of Energy. Project

FEVER, as it is known, is a comprehensive electric

vehicle readiness and implementation plan for

Colorado, designed to help reduce barriers to

electric vehicle adoption in Colorado. It will target

the five core areas of regulatory, permitting,

planning, policy and

marketing/education/outreach. As a project

partner, DRCOG believes the plan will benefit all

partners by sharing best practices, forming new

public/private partnerships, streamlining

implementation projects, and advancing the

deployment of electric vehicles and supply

equipment. DRCOG is providing technical support

to the project in the form of emission estimation to

quantify the energy and environmental benefits of

electric vehicle technology. DRCOG also will share

technical data as needed.

DRCOG's Regional Modeling Manager Erik Sabina

participated in a peer review of Portland METRO's

new next-generation travel model project, called

the DASH model.  METRO has been a world leader

in travel demand forecasting for many years, and is

working on a unique approach to upgrading its

forecasting tools.  DRCOG's experience in

developing and implementing its new FOCUS

activity-based travel model, one of the first in the

nation, has resulted in our staff being in

considerable demand to assist MPOs and states

around the nation as interest in and use of these

new tools continues to spread.

DRCOG is developing a new land use model to

better integrate with the new FOCUS travel model,

which will permit modelers to conduct forecast

scenarios to better support Board policy

discussions and analysis. The new land use model is

being built using the UrbanSim software system,

which many other regions are using as they work

on next-generation land use models. To ensure the

model serves the region's needs, the project team

asked for jurisdictional input to help clarify the

types of questions the model should be able to

answer.

This model's enhanced capability will come from

the detail of the data that feeds it. Dubbed the

"Built Environment" database, information has

been collected describing development in the

region at the level of parcels and buildings.  Local

government review and input was instrumental in

the model's development. This extensive Built

Environment database will be useful not only for

the regional land use model, but also local analysis

of existing (and ultimately historical) conditions.

Examples include analysis of the types of home-

based businesses located within a community, the

availability of affordable workforce housing near

job centers, etc.

DRCOG developed a partnership with the Transit

Alliance Citizens' Academy, whereby part of the

students' work with the academy calls on them to

develop content for a new website feature called

"TODay's Topic." These topics have been starting

some interesting discussions.

Partnership with the Transit Alliance
Citizens' Academy
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